YEAR 12 STATIONERY LIST 2017

General stationery required for all subjects:


- Ruler
- Black, blue and red pens
- Lead pencils – 2B or HB
- Eraser
- Sharpener
- 1 set of coloured pencils
- Glue stick
- Stapler
- Scissors
- Highlighter
- 1 x USB – suitable for ALL subjects

Please do not purchase multiple subject books – each subject must have its own exercise book.

Additional equipment required for the following subjects:

**Access**
- 1 x 96 page A4 Exercise book
- Calculator

**ARTS**

- **Art**
  - 1 A4 Visual diary
  - 2 Fine point black markers
  - 1 Box 2B pencils
  - 4B, 6B, 8B Graphite pencils
  - Felts pens
  - 2 Sharpeners
  - 4 Glue sticks
  - Paint shirt or apron
  - Loose leaf A4 paper

- **Dance**
  - 1 Notebook
  - Maroon dance shirt (purchased from school)
  - Black dance pants / leggings
  - Auxiliary
  - Black socks

- **Music**
  - 1 x Music Exercise book (with Manuscript)
  - Display folder
  - Auxiliary cord
  - 2 x HB pencils

- **Photo Imaging Studies (Photography)**
  - A4 Display folder
  - Materials and equipment charge
  - 8G SD Card

- **Visual Art Studies (Design)**
  - 1 A4 Visual diary
  - 2 Fine point black markers
  - 1 Box 2B, 4B, 6B, 8B Graphite Pencils
  - Felt pens
  - 2 Erasers
  - 2 Sharpeners
  - 4 Glue sticks
  - Art shirt or apron

- **Business**

  - **Accounting**
    - A4 Ring Binder
    - A4 Reinforced Lined Paper
    - Loose-leaf Ledger paper
    - Loose-leaf 2-column Journal paper
    - Loose-leaf 3-column Treble cash paper
    - Calculator (for Mathematics and Science use also)
    - A4 Sheet protectors

  - **Certificate III in Business**
    - A4 Ring binder
    - 1 x 96 page A4 Exercise binder book
    - A4 Sheet protectors
    - Calculator (for Mathematics and Science use also)
Business Communication and Technologies
A4 Ring binder
1 x 96 page A4 Exercise binder book
A4 Sheet protectors
Calculator (for Mathematics and Science use also)
Workshop attendance $20

Information, Communication and Technology
A4 Ring binder
1 x 96 page A4 Exercise binder book
A4 Sheet protectors
Paper

Information Technology Systems
A4 Ring binder
1 x 96 page A4 Exercise binder book
A4 Sheet protectors

Legal Studies
A4 Ring binder
2 x 96 page A4 Exercise binder books
A4 Sheet protectors

English
1 x 128 page A4 Exercise book or ring binder

Home Economics
Ring binder, lined A4 paper and plastic pockets
Display folder per semester
Cooking – students are required to provide ingredients each week for one semester. A Cookery Calendar will be provided in the first week of the semester.
Textiles – students are required to provide fabric for two practical assignment items in Semester 2.
Sewing Equipment – pins, tape measure, sharp scissors, unpicker, tailor’s chalk, white threat, needles, fabric and thread for practical items.

Hospitality Studies
Ring binder, lined A4 paper and plastic pockets
Display folder per semester
Hospitality Uniform –
Black trousers, long sleeved white business shirt, black socks, black dress shoes.
Excursions – visits to Industry sites are an essential part of the course (Approx. $80)

HUMANITIES
Ancient History
1 x 128 page A4 Exercise Book
Geography
1 x 128 page A4 Exercise book
Fine point black pen
Modern History
1 x 128 page A4 Exercise book
Tourism
1 x 128 page A4 Exercise book
Manilla folder

INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY and DESIGN
ITD Manufacturing Furnishing
2 x HB Pencils
ITD Manufacturing Industrial Technology Studies
2 x HB Pencils
ITD Manufacturing Construction
2 x HB Pencils
School Hat (must be BPSHS bucket hat or cap)
ITD Manufacturing Engineering
2 x HB Pencils
Graphics
1 x 96 page A4 Exercise book
1 x A3 standard size Sketch Pad
2 x 2H Pencils
2 x 4H Pencils
Soft plastic eraser

Mathematics A/B/C and Pre-Vocational Mathematics
1 x A4 256 page hole punched Exercise book
Scientific calculator (Mathematics A and Prevocational Mathematics)
TI84+ Graphics Calculator (Mathematics B/C)
Sticky Tape
Mathematics Kent Set

SCIENCE
Aquatic Practices
1 x 128 page A4 Exercise book
Biology
1 x 256 page A4 Exercise book
Calculator
Chemistry
1 x 256 page A4 Exercise book
Scientific or Graphic calculator
Physics
1 x 256 page A4 Exercise book
Graph paper
Scientific or Graphic calculator
Protractor

Senior PE / Senior Health / Certificate III in Fitness
A4 paper
A4 Display folder
1 x 96 page A4 Exercise book
School hat (must be BPSHS bucket hat or cap) (not required for Senior Health)
Drink bottle (not required for Senior Health)